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Small propellant pumps can reduce rocket hardware mass, while increasing chamber
pressure to improve specific impulse. The maneuvering requirements for planetary ascent
require an emphasis on mass, while those of orbiting spacecraft indicate that ISP should be
prioritized during pump system development. Experimental efforts include initial testing
with prototype lightweight components while raising pump efficiency to improve system ISP.

I.

Introduction

While electric propulsion offers new capabilities, chemical propulsion advances are still desired for missions that
require higher thrust-to-weight ratios. Obvious examples are ascending from Mars or landing on Europa, which
need accelerations near 1 g (earth gravity). At only 1 percent as much acceleration, chemical propulsion is also
relied on for timely orbit insertion maneuvers at planets and into earth’s geostationary orbit.
Maneuvering capability can be improved by reducing hardware mass, or by increasing specific impulse (ISP).
Rocket propellant pumps reduce the size and mass of hardware, by permitting the use of compact high-pressure
thrust chambers, while reducing liquid tank pressures and minimizing inert gas storage. Higher chamber pressures
can also improve ISP. For these reasons, turbopumps are found on all the largest liquid stages of launch vehicles.
Past progress has been made toward the development of miniature pump-fed propulsion technology that can
offer launch vehicle performance on a tiny scale.1-4 The potential benefit of pumps is less obvious for orbit
insertion, due to the lower acceleration. This paper therefore considers the applicability of small pump technology to
propulsion in space.

II.

Allowable Mass Changes for ISP Increases
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Both hardware mass and specific impulse are affected by propulsion design choices, so a good place to start is to
consider the relative importance of mass and ISP for missions of interest. Two extreme examples are compared here.
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A 100-kg Mars ascent vehicle (MAV) needs approximately 1000 N
thrust, to reach orbit efficiently from a standing start in Mars gravity.5
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The much larger 5-ton Cassini spacecraft recently arrived at Saturn with
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its two 445-N thrusters.6 Although one of the latter is just a backup, the
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similar total thrust indicates that the two vehicles would have essentially
the same engine mass, if identical technology applied. Cassini has 500
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kg of propulsion hardware out of a 2500-kg spacecraft dry mass, while
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the total dry mass of the MAV (including its guidance system and
kg total, 4350 m/s
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payload) cannot exceed 25 kg. Clearly, engine mass is less critical for
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Cassini than for a MAV. More generally, engine thrust-to-weight ratios
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are a lower priority for orbital maneuvers than for ascent and descent.
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Figure 1 quantifies the sensitivity of mass changes to ISP , for the
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specific examples. Constant ∆v curves were plotted from the rocket
equation, with the assumption that initial mass totals are fixed. The
–75
curves differ greatly. However, both have positive first derivatives,
because improving ISP reduces the propellant quantity, thus increasing
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the hardware allowance. The latter could be a payload increase. In
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order to interpret the graph purely as a propulsion design trade, it is
Fig. 1. Mass trades with ISP.
assumed here that the mass variations apply to propulsion hardware
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